
"7 Quirky Themed Cafes in Seoul"

Seoul presents an ever-evolving cafe scene which delights and fascinates with its diversity and uniqueness, evoking wonder and awe in coffee

lovers as well as in those looking to capture Instagram-worthy shots. From establishments reminiscent of popular fictional characters and mascots

to funky cafes which regale with themed snacks and beverages, a number of quirky cafes dominate the city's vibrant coffee culture.
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3 Locaties in uw favorieten 
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Greem Cafe 

"Quirky Two-Dimensional Cafe"

Greem Cafe has a long queue of diners waiting each day. The reason for

this is their scrumptious food and delicious drinks. It is also the quirky

décor that attracts curious patrons. A range of beverages, pastries, and

savory snacks are on offer on their menu, where one can enjoy their food

and admire the interior based on a unique concept inspired by a popular

Korean drama. Images cast in two-dimensional styles, a step away from

the normal and familiar, create an illusion that is sure to mesmerize you.

Visit the cafe for a dose of some caffeine, and while you are there, get

some Instagram-worthy clicks!

 +82 10 5870 8633  161-10 Seongmisan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul
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Cafe Tape 

"Galactic Delights"

Treat yourself to some delectable cakes glazed with twinkling orbs which

are reminiscent of the galaxy. Cafe Tape has garnered acclaim for its

brilliantly crafted desserts which can be paired with flavorsome lattes and

aromatic coffees. An expansive yet sparsely decorated interior

accentuates the minimalist and relaxed vibe exuded by the cafe, offering

visitors the chance to unwind in a casual atmosphere. You can pick from

options like Hazelnut Chocolate Cake and Strawberry Cream Cheese Cake

among others.

 +82 1073174201  21 Itaewon-ro 14-Gil, Yongsan-gu, Seoul
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Cafe Onion Anguk 

"Where the Past and Present Collide"

This delightful cafe attracts a multitude of tourists and locals alike owing

to its Hanok-inspired architecture and scrumptious food options. A

glimpse of Cafe Onion Anguk allows visitors to admire its traditional

facade, reminiscent of architectural structures pertaining to dynasties

which thrived in the past. A taste of the savory snacks on offer testifies to

the culinary expertise of the chefs who regale patrons with an array of

delectable bites, decadent pastries and flavorsome coffee. The interior

serves as the perfect contrast to the exterior of Onion Anguk, allowing

guests to revel in the best of both worlds!

 +82 70 7543 2123  146-1 Gyedong-gil, Gye-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul

https://pixabay.com/photos/bisquit-strawberry-roll-strawberry-3314554/
https://pixabay.com/service/license/
https://cityseeker.com/nl/seoul/1199211-greem-cafe
https://pixabay.com/photos/cake-cheese-dessert-candy-1093981/
https://pixabay.com/service/license/
https://cityseeker.com/nl/seoul/1249211-cafe-tape
https://pixabay.com/photos/cupcakes-dessert-frosting-food-690040/
https://pixabay.com/service/license/
https://cityseeker.com/nl/seoul/1249213-cafe-onion-anguk
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